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ABSTRACT

In order to ease the challenging task of information dissemination in a MANET, we 

employ a legend: a data structure that is passed around a network to share information with 

all the nodes. Our motivating application of the legend is sharing location information. 

Previous research shows that a location service using a legend performs better than other 

location services in the literature. To improve the legend-based location service, we develop 

and evaluate three methods for the legend to traverse a network in this thesis and compare 

their performance in simulation. We also explore several improvements to the traversal 

methods, and describe our way of making the legend transmission reliable.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 All-to-Ali Broadcast

A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a network of mobile nodes communicating 

without relying on any static network infrastructure. One of the most expensive operations 

in a MANET is the all-to-all broadcast, in which every node has information to communi

cate to every other node in the network. In order to accomplish this operation efficiently, we 

create a data structure to be passed around the network, gathering and sharing information 

with each node it visits. This structure is called a legend.

There are many useful applications of an all-to-all broadcast. One example application 

is disseminating network topology information. Having up-to-date information about the 

network topology can ease the task of routing. Although a node can gather information 

about its local topology, sharing that information with the other nodes in the network can 

be a daunting task. With an efficient mechanism for performing all-to-all broadcast, this 

task becomes easier. The legend is not limited to all-to-all broadcasting. It is also useful 

for doing one-to-all broadcasting, also called cheap advertisement.

While there are several applications for a legend, in this thesis we focus on the shar

ing of location information. Choosing to share location information has a “rebound effect” 

because it makes the legend traversal easier, which in turn makes the sharing of location in

formation easier. Previous research shows that the legend idea performs well compared to 

other location services [1]. For example, the Legend Exchange and Augmentation Protocol 

(LEAP) outperforms the Simple Location Service (SLS) [2], the Reactive Location Service
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(RLS) [2], and the Grid Location Service (GLS) [3] at every speed studied in [1]. Ac

cording to the simulation results presented in [1], LEAP consistently showed the smallest 

location error, delay, and overhead of all four location services studied. While the leg

end shows excellent performance in this comparison, its algorithm for traversing MANETs 

was not carefully studied. Indeed, the traversal method used in [1] is an unrefined, ideal

ized version of the Location Aided Routing method discussed in Chapter 2.1. Our proposed 

algorithms outperform LEAP [1].

Because the legend showed such high performance in the location service application, 

and shows high potential for many other possible broadcast applications, in this thesis 

we explore ways for the legend to traverse a network. We develop two new methods for 

a legend to traverse a MANET, and then run simulations to compare their performance 

against the traversal method proposed in [1]. The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1.2 describes related work. Chapter 1.3 introduces the common features that are 

shared by all three traversal algorithms. Then, in Chapter 2, we describe the actual traversal 

methods. Our simulation environment is described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we describe 

a few improvements we made on the traversal methods, and Chapter 5 gives the results 

of our simulations. Chapter 6 details how the legend traversal was made reliable, and 

Chapter 7 describes how the traversal method found to be most efficient was optimized. 

Chapter 8 provides our conclusions on the traversal method comparison, as well as our 

proposals for future research on legends in MANETs.

1.2 Related Work

The all-to-all broadcast operation is relatively unexplored, possibly because it is so ex

pensive in MANETs. The effect of all-to-all broadcasting on energy efficiency in a MANET 

is studied in [4]. However, that study assumes that all nodes are directly connected. To our
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knowledge, the more complicated problem of all-to-all broadcasting in MANETs larger 

than a single node’s transmission range requires further study.

One application of all-to-all broadcasting is sharing location information. Many rout

ing protocols proposed for MANETs benefit from having accurate, up-to-date information 

about the locations of other nodes in the network. The Location Aided Routing (LAR) pro

tocol [5], for example, uses location information to reduce the overhead of finding routes. 

Other protocols, such as the Depth First Search (DFS) protocol [6], use location informa

tion to determine routes directly. [7] and [8] provide surveys of MANET routing protocols 

that use location information.

The legend traversal problem is similar to both the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

and the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem [9], While there are several known al

gorithms to solve these problems, they work only for static networks. Also, some rely on 

global knowledge to solve the problem; the legend is limited to its own local knowledge. 

Thus, new methods are needed to solve the legend traversal problem.

The algorithm in [10] takes a different approach to the TSP. Its ant colony system 

uses ant-like agents to find a distributed solution to the TSP. However, they also use global 

knowledge to solve the problem. The GPSAL algorithm proposed in [11] uses ant-like 

agents that resemble a legend in some ways. However, these agents are unicast from one 

node to another, instead of traversing the entire network like a legend.

To the best of our knowledge, the legend traversal problem for a mobile ad hoc net

work has been unexplored. In order to find an efficient way for the legend to migrate 

throughout a MANET, we design our own traversal methods. In order for the legend to be 

a useful tool for all-to-all broadcasting in MANETs, it has to move about the network in an 

efficient manner. Any improvement in efficiency due to our methods can be immediately 

realized by applications using all-to-all broadcast, e.g., routing.
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1.3 Legend Traversal Overview

In this chapter we begin to discuss the legend traversal methods. Before looking at 

the specific traversal methods, we describe the details that are common to all three. The 

parenthetical line numbers appearing in this and later chapters refer to lines of pseudocode 

that can be found in Appendix A.

Following the work in [1], our application of the legend is sharing location informa

tion. Therefore, in all three traversal methods, the legend is a location table with an entry 

for each node. Each entry contains a location, a visited bit that stores whether the legend 

has visited the node, and a timestamp of when the node was last visited by the legend. In 

addition, nodes maintain a local location table with the same fields. When a node receives 

the legend, both the legend and the node’s local location table are updated based on the 

most recent timestamp for each entry in the two tables (lines 41-50). Also, the entry for 

the node itself is updated with the node’s current location information, the current time, 

and the visited bit is set (lines 36-40). After this update procedure finishes, the legend is 

sent to another node following its traversal method. Thus, at the time of transmission, the 

most recently visited node and the legend have identical location information for all visited 

nodes.

Figure 1.1 shows an example legend visit. Figure 1.1(a) shows the legend’s global 

location table and node C ’s local location table just before the legend arrives at node C. 

Figure 1.1(b) shows the same tables just after the legend leaves node C. Notice that both 

the legend and node C ’s local location table are identical when the legend traverses to the 

next node. Note also that node C ’s entry in both tables has been updated.

In each traversal method, nodes have knowledge of who their neighbors are. A node 

keeps track of its neighbors in a neighbor table. A node B  is considered to be a neighbor 

of another node C if and only if B  is within C ’s transmission range. In order to fill in its
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II
A (1.2) 1 13
B (oo,oo) 0 0
C (o°,°o) 0 0
D (4.10) 1 10

ie Legend (Global Location Table)

a 3 s
A (oo.oo) 0 0
B (10.5) 0 5
C (7.7) 0 16
D (oo.oo) 0 0

Ô
Node C’s Local Location Table

(a) The legend in flight to Node C at time t =  16. 
The legend has not yet visited C, so its visited and 
time entries are zero in the legend.

A (1.2) 1 13
B (10.5) 0 5
C (7,8) 1 17
D (4,10) 1 10

JThe Legend (Global Location Table)

A (1,2) 1 13
B (10,5) 0 5
C (7,8) 1 17
D (4.10) 1 10

Node C’s Local Location Table

(b) The legend leaves Node C  at time t — 17. The 
legend and node C  have updated each other; both 
tables have identical, up-to-date information.

F ig . 1.1. An Example Legend Visit; C ’s location table is updated with A  and D ’s 
information and the legend is updated with B  and C ’s information.
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neighbor table, a node periodically shares its own location with its neighbors via “hello” 

packets. When a node receives a “hello” packet from another node, it adds that node’s ID to 

its neighbor table (lines 31-34). The location information from the “hello” packet is used 

to update the node’s local location table (lines 27-30).

Notice in Figure 1.1(a), node C  received a “hello” packet from node B  at time t =  5. 

Because this “hello” packet contained B ’s location, node C ’s local location table contains 

that location. In Figure 1.1(b), after visiting node C, the legend has been updated with B ’s 

location at time £ =  5 also.

Figure 1.2 shows a more detailed example of a legend visit. Notice in Figure 1.2(b) 

that node B ’s local table changes as node B moves after sending the legend to node C, but 

the legend does not reflect those changes. Also notice that since the legend has not visited 

node E, or any nodes that have heard a “hello” packet from node E, node B ’s entry in the 

legend and all the nodes’ tables remain zero.

While maintaining neighborhood information adds overhead to the traversal methods, 

the “hello” packets are very small in size and are transmitted locally. Also, in a network 

with substantial data traffic, neighbor information could be obtained via promiscuous lis

tening or could be available from the MAC layer. In our simulations, because our focus 

is on comparing the traversal methods themselves, we chose not to send any data traffic 

and not to gain neighbor knowledge through a lower layer protocol. Therefore, we send 

“hello” packets for nodes to find their neighbor information. All three traversal methods 

send the same number of “hello” packets. Potentially the overhead for obtaining neighbor 

information could be reduced.

For all the traversal methods, the legend must be created by a node. We choose the 

node with the lowest ID for this task. This node initializes the legend by setting all visited 

bits to false and the current location to undefined for every entry in the table (lines 1-6).
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a I

The Legend (Global Location Table)

A (1.2) 1 13
B (oo.oo) 0 0
C (00,00) 0 0
D (4.10) 1 16
E (00,00) 0 0

Node D’s Local Location Table
A (00.00) 0 0
B (10.5) 0 5
C (7.7) 0 16
D (oo.oo) 0 0
E (oo.oo) 0 0

B
D

1.1

Node C’s Local Location Table

A (00,00) 0 0
B (10.6) 0 16
C (6.8) 0 2
L> (00,00) 0 0
E (00.00) 0 0

Node B’s Local Location Table

(a) The legend in flight from Node D  to Node C  at 
time t  =  16.

D=o
A (U ) 1 13
B (00,00) 0 0
C (00,00) 0 0
D (5.11) 1 17
E (oo.co) 0 0

A (U ) 1 13
B (10,5) 0 5
C (7,8) 1 17
D (4,10) 1 16
E (00,00) 0 0

Node D’s Local Location Table
A (1,2) 1 13
B (10.5) 0 5
C (7.8) 1 17
D (4,10) 1 16
E 0 0

The Legend (Global Location Table)

I Ia j
Node C’s Local Location Table

A (00,00) 0 0
B (10.6) 0 17
C (6,8) 0 2
D (00,00) 0 0
E (00,00) 0 0

Node B’s Local Location Table

(b) The legend leaves Node C  at time t  =  17. Node 
D  has moved since time t =  16, so its entry in 
its own table has changed. The legend has not yet 
visited any node with information about Node E, 
so its visited and time entries are zero in the legend.

FIG. 1.2. A More Detailed Example Legend Visit; C ’s location table and the legend are
updated by joining their records.
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It then sets its own visited bit and updates its own current location information and the 

locations of its known neighbors, and then sends the legend on to the next node following 

its traversal method.

Chapter 6 describes how the traversal methods ensure reliable legend traversal in an 

unreliable network. The next chapter describes the different traversal methods in detail.
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Chapter 2 

TRAVERSAL METHODS

The purpose of this thesis is to find the best way for a legend to traverse a MANET. We 

developed three different traversal algorithms for the legend, and then ran simulations to 

compare their performance. In the following chapter we describe the different algorithms 

in detail.

2.1 The LAR Method

We call the first traversal method the Location Aided Routing (LAR) method, because 

the method uses the LAR protocol [5]. The LAR method is based on the idea of always 

sending the legend to the closest unvisited node. This method is detailed in [1]; we sum

marize its functionality herein.

Using the LAR method, a node that has the legend sends it to its closest neighbor that 

has not been visited by the legend (i.e., whose visited bit is not set in the legend table) 

(line 113). If no such neighbor exists, then the legend is sent via LAR to the closest node 

that has not been visited by the legend and that has been tried fewer than three times (i.e., 

whose number of attempts is less than three in the table) (lines 114-115). Thus, in addition 

to storing location information, visited bits, and timestamps for every node in the network, 

the legend also stores a number of attempts for each node. Every time a node tries to 

send the legend to another node, either directly or via the LAR protocol, it increments the 

number of attempts in the destination node’s entry in the legend’s global location table (line 

102).

If the destination node is a neighbor then the source node transmits the legend directly
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300m

-AA

‘MM■EE
-W

ŜS150 m

-BB,

START

.KK

-QQ'NN
0m

600 m300 m0 m

FIG. 2.1. An Example LAR Traversal. Solid lines represent direct transmission, and dashed 
lines show the legend being sent via LAR. When two arrows lead from a node, the legend 
always migrates along the solid arrow first. The legend moves from A to D on solid lines, 
then from D to H  via LAR. It then moves from H  to QQ on solid lines, and then from QQ 
to E  via LAR. The legend then moves from E to J J  on solid lines, and from J J  to T T  via 
LAR. Finally the legend moves from T T  to CC  on solid lines.

to the destination node (lines 103-106). Otherwise, the source node sends the legend to 

the destination node using the LAR protocol [5] (lines 107-112). Once all the nodes in the 

network have been visited, or tried at least three times, then the node with the legend clears 

all the visited bits and number of tries in the legend table, pauses the legend for a short 

period, and then begins the traversal again.

In the case of a partitioned network, it is possible that the legend does not have knowl

edge of some of the nodes’ locations. In this case, the legend is sent to the node with the 

lowest node ID that has not been tried at least three times.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of how the legend traverses a network using the LAR 

method. This figure is not a snapshot of the network at a specific time, but rather a record of
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the position of each node when it is visited by the legend. The dashed lines show how the 

legend is sent using the LAR routing protocol. The solid lines show direct transmissions of 

the legend. The legend begins at node A  and traverses until it visits every node at least once. 

Note that the LAR protocol is used to forward the legend three times in this example. The 

case where node QQ uses the LAR protocol to send the legend to node E  is different than 

the other two cases. This difference is due to the fact that the network is partitioned the first 

time node QQ tries to send the legend to node E. Thus the first LAR attempt fails and the 

legend is forced to wait for a timeout before being resent (see Chapter 6 for a discussion 

of timeouts). During this timeout, node E  moves closer to node C  and reconnects the 

network. After the timeout, node E  is picked as the next destination again, and this time 

the LAR attempt succeeds and node E  is able to receive the legend at the E* position in 

Figure 2.1.

2.2 The LRV Method

The Least Recently Visited (LRV) method is a greedy algorithm in which the legend’s 

next destination is the neighbor with the oldest timestamp in the legend. Because the goal 

of the legend is to keep all the node’s information up-to-date, the node that most needs to 

be visited is the node that hasn’t been visited in the longest time.

Using this method, a node that has the legend sends it to its closest neighbor that has ; 

not been visited by the legend (i.e., whose visited bit is not set in the legend table) (lines 

145-146). If all of its neighbors have been visited, the source node sends the legend to the 

neighbor which has been visited by the legend less recently than any other neighbor (i.e., 

the neighbor with the lowest timestamp in the legend table) (lines 147-154). Because the 

destination node is always a neighbor, the source node transmits the legend directly to the 

destination node. After traveling a certain number of hops (we use 25 hops in a network
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of 50 nodes) since the last pause, the node with the legend pauses the legend for a short 

period and then begins the traversal again (lines 132-134, 156-160). Note that using this 

method, visited bits are never reset. (See Section 7.1 for our exploration of how often the 

legend should pause.)

Figure 2.2 shows an example of how the LRV traversal method works. The letters in 

the figures represent node IDs, while the numbers represent the time that each node was last 

visited. Grey nodes are those that have been visited, and white nodes are those that have 

not been visited. The black node currently has the legend. The solid lines show where the 

legend has been, and the dashed line shows the legend’s next destination. In Figure 2.2(a), 

the legend began at node A and moved to A’s closest unvisited neighbor, node F . It then 

repeated this procedure to node G and then to node D and finally to node E. Notice that 

the current node (node E) has no unvisited neighbors (D, F, and G), and so chooses to 

send the legend to its least recently visited neighbor, node F.

Figure 2.2(b) shows the same network as Figure 2.2(a), four hops later. From node E, 

the legend moved back to node F, and then followed the same logic back to node A. Node 

A then sent the legend to its closest unvisited neighbor, node B, and from there the legend 

was sent to node C. Notice that, once the legend reaches node C, all of the nodes have been 

visited. Thus, from this point forward, the legend will always move to the current node’s 

least recently visited neighbor.

2.3 The TB Method

The Trace Back (TB) method is based on doing a Depth First Search (DFS) traversal. 

The idea is that the legend visits every unvisited neighbor of a node before returning back 

to the previous node.

Using this method, a node keeps track of the ID of the node that sent it the legend
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300 m-,

200 m-

100m

100 m 200 m 300 m

(a) Step 1: The legend traverses from A F  
G D E  (solid lines). E  will send the legend 
to its Least Recently Visited neighbor, F  (dashed 
line).

Transmission Range

(b) Step 2: The legend moves from E  -+ F  —> 
A B  —> C  (solid lines). C  will send the legend 
to its Least Recently Visited neighbor, G (dashed 
line).

F ig . 2.2. An Example LRV Traversal; LRV sends the legend to the Least Recently Visited
neighbor
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for the first time in a given loop (i.e., when it sets its visited bit in the legend table) as its 

tradeback node (lines 168-169). A node with the legend sends it to the closest unvisited 

neighbor (lines 188-189). If no such neighbor exists, then the node sends the legend to 

its traceback node (lines 190-191). If its traceback node is no longer a neighbor, the node 

invalidates its own traceback node. If its traceback node is invalid, or if all of the nodes in 

the network have been visited, then the node clears all the visited bits in the legend table, 

invalidates its own traceback node (if necessary), pauses the legend for a short period, and 

then begins the traversal again (lines 173-177,192-197,199-201). Because the destination 

node is always a neighbor, the source node always transmits the legend directly to the 

destination node.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of how the TB traversal method works. In the figures, a 

dashed arced arrow leading from a node shows that node’s traceback link. As in Figure 2.2, 

a solid arrow shows where the legend has been. The letters indicate node IDs. The grey 

nodes have been visited by the legend, while the white nodes are unvisited. The node 

currently in possession of the legend is in black. In Figure 2.3(a), the legend began at 

node A  and then moved to A’s closest unvisited neighbor, node F. Notice that node F ’s 

traceback link leads to node A  because A  was the first node to send it the legend in the 

current loop. The legend then traversed to node G, and from there to node D and finally to 

node E. Notice that node E  has no unvisited neighbors, so it chooses to send the legend 

back to its traceback node, node D.

Figure 2.3(b) is a follow-up to Figure 2.3(a), three hops later. Continuing from the 

previous figure, node E  sent the legend back to its traceback neighbor, node D. Notice 

that even though node D received the legend from node E, its traceback link still points to 

node G. It doesn’t change that link because node G is still the first node to send node D 

the legend in the current loop. Because node D ’s visited bit was set before it received the
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300 m
Transmission Range

200 m

100m

100 m 200 m 300 m

(a) Step 1: The legend travels from A —» F  
G D —> E  (solid lines). The arced dashed lines 
are traceback links.

300 m-i
Transmission Range

O200 m-

100m

100 m 200 m 300 m

(b) Step 2: E  sends the legend to D, following its 
traceback link. D  sends the legend to C —> B.

FIG. 2.3. An Example TB Traversal; TB sends the legend along its backlinks when a node
doesn’t have an unvisited neighbor
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legend from node E, it knows not to change its traceback link. From node D, the legend 

then moves to the closest unvisited neighbor, node (7, and then again to node B. Once the 

legend reaches node B, all of the nodes in the network have been visited. At this point, the 

visited bits (and thus the traceback links) are all reset, and the traversal begins again.

Suppose that, in Figure 2.3(a), node D  moves out of node JEJ’s range after sending the 

legend to node E. Node E  then tries to send the legend back along its traceback link to 

node D, as before; however, this time node D  does not receive the legend. Once node E  

infers that its traceback node, node D, is no longer its neighbor, node E  will invalidate 

its own traceback link, reset all the visited bits in the legend’s global location table (thus 

resetting all the nodes’ traceback links), and begin the traversal again.

2.4 Traversal Comparison

The three traversal methods we developed have some similarities. Using the LRV 

or the TB traversal methods, the current node will always send the legend to one of its 

neighbors. Only the LAR traversal method can pick a non-neighbor for the legend’s next 

destination; the LAR protocol [5] is used to route legend packets to non-neighbors. Both 

the LAR and the TB methods keep track of a current loop. These two inherently require 

external knowledge of how many nodes exist in the network. The LRV method, on the 

other hand, can traverse a network repeatedly without resetting its algorithm. Because of I 

this, it does not require knowledge of the number of nodes in the network, so long as it 

can add entries to the legend’s global location table and the nodes’ local location tables 

dynamically. In addition, all three traversal methods occasionally pause the legend. The 

LAR and TB methods pause the legend when it is logical to do so, i.e., when they are 

resetting their algorithms. The LRV method, on the other hand, has no logical reset point; 

therefore we chose to pause it every x  (25) hops.
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Chapter 3 

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

We performed extensive simulations to compare the three traversal methods. All three 

of our traversal methods are implemented in the Network Simulator, NS-2 (version 2.1b7a) 

[12]. The simulator uses the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer. The performance of each method 

is tested in a network of 50 mobile nodes with a transmission range of 100 m in a 300 m 

x 600 m area. The nodes move according to the steady-state distribution for the Random 

Waypoint Mobility Model (see [13] for details) with the speed set to 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 m/s 

±10% and pause time set to 10 s ±10%. This mobility model initializes node positions 

and movements in such a way as to avoid the problems caused by the distribution of node 

movements changing over the simulation duration (see [14, 15] for details).

The nodes transmit “hello” packets once per “hello” packet interval. This interval is 

set to 10m/V, where V  is the average node speed (2, 5, 10, 15, 20 m/s). Thus the nodes 

transmit “hello” packets more frequently when the average node speed is higher, allowing 

them to have decent neighbor knowledge when the node mobility is high. The simulations 

begin with 100 s for nodes to share “hello” packets and for any initialization to stabilize. 

The legend begins traversing the network after 100 s and traverses for 400 s.

These simulation details are summarized in Table 3.1. Derived parameters are calcu

lated from the input parameters [16]. Node density is simply the number of nodes divided 

by the simulation area. Coverage area is the area of the circle with radius equal to one 

node’s transmission range. A node’s transmission footprint is the percentage of the simu

lation area covered by a node’s coverage area. The maximum path length is the length of a 

diagonal of the simulation area. The network diameter is the maximum path length divided
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by a node’s transmission range. The network connectivity is based on the average number 

of neighbors. The value labeled “no edge effect” is calculated by dividing the coverage 

area by the node density. Accounting for the fact that nodes near the edges do not have 

neighbors on all sides of the node yields the value labeled “edge effect”.

In these simulations, we measure performance in terms of average location error. We 

define location error as the absolute distance between where a node is predicted to be in 

another node’s local location table and the node’s actual position. If a node doesn’t have 

any information about another node’s location when the location error is measured, then 

the error used is half the diagonal of the simulation area, which is the maximum possible 

error if the node had guessed that the other node was located at the center of the simulation 

area. This case only occurs at the beginning of the simulations, before the legend visits 

all the nodes in the network. In the simulations, the legend is given one second to start 

traversing before the first error measurements are taken. From that point on, the location 

error is measured for each entry of every node’s local location table, every five seconds.

We measure overhead in terms of legend packets transmitted. Legend packets include 

all packets transmitted that contain the legend’s global location table, as well as all ACK 

packets and any LAR routing packets used to find routes to send the legend or ACKs in the 

LAR method. As we mentioned in Chapter 1.3, because we didn’t have any data traffic in 

our simulations, nodes had to rely on “hello” packets to learn who their neighbors were. 

However, in a more realistic network with data traffic, it is possible for nodes to obtain 

neighbor knowledge by listening promiscuously to their neighbors’ communication, or via 

a lower layer protocol. In this way, it is possible to reduce the overhead of the “hello” pack

ets. Because all three traversal methods used exactly the same number of “hello” packets 

in all the simulations, and because we assume that these packets may not be necessary in a 

more realistic network (i.e., one carrying data), we chose to not include the “hello” packets
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in our overhead measurements. We focus on packets rather than bytes transmitted because 

in a wireless environment, there is a great amount of overhead associated with transmitting 

a packet, regardless of its size. Therefore the number of packets transmitted gives a better 

representation of the amount of overhead than the number of by tes transmitted.
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Input Parameters
Number of Nodes 50
Simulation Area Size 300 m x 600 m
Transmission Range 100 m
Simulation Duration 500 s, legend traverses 

from 100-500 s
“Hello” Packet Interval lOm/Average Node Speed

Derived Parameters
Node Density 1 node per 3,600 m2
Coverage Area 31,416 m2
Transmission Footprint 17.45%
Maximum Path Length 671 m
Network Diameter 
(max. hops)

6.71 hops

Network Connectivity 
(node degree)

8.73 (no edge effect)

Network Connectivity 
(node degree)

7.76 (edge effect)

Mobility Model
Mobility Model Random Waypoint [13]
Mobility Speed 2, 5, 10,15,20 m/s ±10%
Pause Time 10 s ±10%

Simulator
Simulator Used NS-2 (version 2.1b7a)
Medium Access Proto
col

IEEE802.il

Link Bandwidth 2 Mbps
Number of Trials 10
Confidence Interval 95%

Table 3.1. Simulation Details
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Chapter 4 

TRAVERSAL IMPROVEMENTS

4.1 Improving the Traversal Methods

In this section, we discuss several ideas to improve the basic legend traversal algo

rithms. These include:

promiscuous legend mode Using promiscuous legend mode, the nodes listen to overhear 

the legend being transmitted to another node and update their local location tables 

(lines 53-59).

overwrite legend mode Conventionally, a node updates the legend’s global location table 

when it first receives the legend. Using overwrite legend mode, a node overwrites 

the legend’s global location table with its own location table just before transmitting 

the legend. In this way the legend receives the most up-to-date information in case 

the node has received new “hello” packets or has moved significantly since receiving 

the legend, which may occur when the legend has been paused or when a previous 

legend transmission failed.

promiscuous neighbor table mode Traditionally nodes add entries to their neighbor table 

only when they receive “hello” packets. Using promiscuous neighbor table mode, if 

a node overhears any packet being transmitted, it adds the sender’s ID of the trans

mitted packet to its neighbor table.

check neighbor mode Originally a node would remove an entry from its neighbor table 

only after a transmission to that neighbor failed. Using check neighbor mode, a node
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removes entries in its neighbor table older than two “hello” packet intervals before 

choosing the next destination for the legend (lines 60-64).

We also improved upon the LAR traversal method presented in [1]. These two proposed 

improvements interact with the LAR protocol:

update legend mode Using update legend mode, intermediate nodes sending the legend 

along a LAR route update their own local location tables and the legend’s global 

location table as they send the legend.

local LAR mode The LAR protocol traditionally shares location information by piggy

backing it into every LAR packet. Nodes use this location information to reduce 

the overhead of flooding route requests by doing a directed flood. Using local LAR 

mode, nodes use the location information gathered from the legend to improve the 

LAR protocol.

4.2 Simulation Results on the Traversal Improvements

To determine the effects of the proposed traversal method improvements, we simu

lated each of them and compared their performance. Figure 4.1 shows the results of our 

comparison for the LAR method. We show the LAR method because all of the proposed 

improvements can be applied to the LAR protocol. In Figure 4.1, the results labeled vanilla \ 

are the LAR protocol without any of the proposed improvements added.

During our performance investigations, we found the largest performance improve

ment occurred with the check neighbor mode, especially for the LRV and TB traversal 

methods. The LAR traversal method’s performance was not improved as much by the 

check neighbor mode because it does not always send the legend to a neighbor. Another 

major improvement was the promiscuous legend mode. The overwrite legend mode had
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FIG. 4.1. Performance and Overhead Plots for the Traversal Improvements. Check neigh
bor mode and promiscuous legend mode help the most. The other proposed improvements 
do not help significantly.
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ônly à slight improvement in performance. The local LAR mode and the update legend 

mode both showed minimal performance improvement to the LAR traversal method.

Promiscuous neighbor table mode actually decreased the performance of the traver

sals. We suspect that it hindered the legend’s performance because nodes have entries in 

their neighbor table without an accurate location, i.e., a location gained via “hello” packets 

or the legend. This violates the assumption of the check neighbor improvement that neigh

bor tables are updated only via “hello” packets. Because of the unintended consequences, 

we chose not to include promiscuous neighbor table mode as part of the traversal methods.

We chose to apply all the traversal improvements that decreased the location error. 

This combination of traversal improvements was used for all three traversal methods in 

all of the simulation results shown in this thesis. This combination includes promiscu

ous legend mode, overwrite legend mode, and check neighbor mode for all three traver

sal methods, with the addition of update legend mode and local LAR mode for the LAR 

traversal method. Although operating in promiscuous mode generally yields high energy 

consumption, nodes already need to listen promiscuously to ensure the legend’s reliability 

(see Chapter 6).

To verify that the proposed improvements help with the other traversal methods, we 

apply our combination of improvements to the LRV traversal method. We then compare 

this “improved” LRV with an unimproved LRV method in simulation. Figure 4.2 shows 

the results of this comparison. The results labeled “Improved LRV ” include all the pro

posed improvements that decreased the location error of the LAR method, excluding those 

that only apply to the LAR protocol. The results for the LRV method without any of the 

proposed improvements is labeled “Vanilla LRV ” We note that We only consider improve

ments that reduce the location error, regardless of the effect on packets transmitted.
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F ig . 4.2. Performance and Overhead Plots for the LRV Improvements. The proposed 
improvements decrease the location error.
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Chapter 5

COMPARING THE TRAVERSAL METHODS

Using the simulation environment described in Chapter 3, we simulated all three of 

our traversal methods. The performance points in Figure 5.1(a) correspond to the over

head points in Figure 5.1(b) (our definitions of performance and overhead can be found in 

Chapter 3). Notice that while the LRV traversal method shows the best performance of the 

three methods, shown in Figure 5.1(a), it also has the most amount of overhead, shown in 

Figure 5.1(b). The shortcoming of these two figures is that they don’t show the full picture: 

both the performance and the overhead of the traversal methods depend on the legend pause 

time used, but Figure 5.1 shows points for only one legend pause time for each traversal 

and for each speed. Also, all three of the traversals occasionally pause the legend, but the 

frequency of a pause is different for all three.

To get a clearer understanding of how the traversals perform, we created plots of 

performance vs. overhead for all three traversals. By adjusting the legend pause time of 

each traversal, we were able to plot a spread of points to more easily compare the trade

off between performance and overhead for each of the traversal methods. We made one 

such plot for each of our average node speeds, where each point on the plots is the average f 

of ten simulation trials (see Figures 5.2-5.6). Note that the legend pause times used to 

generate the plots are shown on Figure 5.4. Similar legend pause times were used in the 

other figures. The confidence intervals are omitted in this figure for clarity.

Note that the results for the different traversal methods do not always cover the same 

range of overhead. In general the LAR traversal method has higher amounts of overhead, 

because the LAR traversal creates a lot of routing packets when it uses the LAR proto-
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Fig . 5.1. Initial Plots. An unsatisfactory comparison of three legend traversal algorithms. 
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col. Pausing the legend more to reduce the overhead is counter-productive because the 

performance of the LAR method already suffers in comparison.

As one would expect, Figures 5.2-5.6 all show a decrease in location error as the 

number of legend packets transmitted increases, giving a trade-off between performance 

and overhead. By decreasing the time that the legend pauses, the legend is able to traverse 

the network more often, yielding an increase in both performance and overhead. This trade

off holds for all three of the traversal methods studied and for all of the different average 

node speeds simulated.

In general, as the average node speed increases, the average location error also in

creases. This trend is also expected. Suppose the average time between legend visits re

mains approximately the same regardless of average node speed. Then the average distance 

that each node travels in the time since the legend’s last visit would increase as the nodes’ 

speeds increase. This trend holds for all three of the traversal methods studied and for all 

of the different amounts of overhead simulated.
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The real question is, which o f the traversal methods gives the best performance for a 

given amount o f overhead? Figures 5.2-5.6 indicate that the LRV traversal method gives 

the greatest performance per overhead (in general) because for any amount of overhead, 

LRV has the lowest error. Though the TB traversal method seems to give similar perfor

mance for very large amounts of overhead, with more reasonable overhead the LRV method 

performs statistically better for all but the slowest (2 m/s) average node speeds. Even for 

the slowest speeds, the LRV method’s performance is at least as good as the performance of 

the TB method. The LAR method performs relatively worse than both the LRV and the TB 

methods for every speed. Because the LRV traversal gives the best performance overall, 

we conclude that it is the most efficient traversal method of those studied. A proof that the 

LRV method will traverse a static, connected network is given in Appendix B.

Figure 5.7 summarizes our results. Similar to Figure 5.1, the performance points in 

Figure 5.7(a) correspond to the overhead points in Figure 5.7(b). The legend pause times 

that yield these points were chosen in such a way that the LRV traversal always exhibits the 

highest performance with the smallest overhead. While this trend holds for all the legend 

pause times studied (as seen in Figures 5.2-5.6), the chosen points show it clearly in the 

conventional performance vs. speed and overhead vs. speed plots. While we could have 

picked any three points in each plot, the actual points chosen are shaded in Figures 5.2- 

5.6. As seen in Figure 5.7(a), the LRV traversal always shows the best performance, while : 

the LAR traversal always shows the worst performance. While these figures do not show 

the full picture of the pause spread as shown in Figures 5.2-5.6, they do clearly present 

our conclusions: The LRV traversal method is the most efficient (i.e., highest performance 

with the smallest overhead), followed by the TB method. The LAR traversal method [1] is 

clearly the worst of the methods studied.
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Chapter 6 

LEGEND RELIABILITY

6.1 Providing Reliable Traversal

In all networks, especially MANETs, reliable transmissions cannot be assumed. Be

cause the entire network depends on the legend for the all-to-all broadcast, it’s important 

for the legend to traverse the network reliably. In this chapter we verify that the results 

presented so far still hold when the legend traversal methods are made reliable.

To ensure that the legend has not been lost in transmission, when a source node sends 

the legend, it sets a timer and waits to learn that the destination node received the legend 

(106,112,144, 187). If the source and destination are neighbors, the source node can infer 

that the destination node received the legend correctly when the destination transmits the 

legend further. Nodes that receive the legend via the LAR protocol or that decide to pause 

the legend send an acknowledgment packet (ACK) back to the source node, to inform the 

source node that the legend transmission succeeded (lines 85-87, 73-75). This ACK is 

sent via the LAR protocol [5] in the former case (when the nodes are not neighbors) or 

directly in the latter case (when they are neighbors). If the source node determines that the 

legend arrived successfully, it cancels its timer (lines 52, 65-66, 117-118). If the source 

node does not hear the legend forwarded nor receives an ACK, after a short timeout (0.1 s 

for direct neighbor transmissions and 1 s for LAR protocol transmissions), it assumes the 

legend transmission failed. In this case the source node removes the destination node from 

its neighbor table, if needed, picks a new destination (according to its traversal algorithm), 

and resends the legend (lines 67-71).
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The reliability design described in Section 6.1 prevents the legend from being lost, but 

it does not solve the whole problem: it is possible that an ACK packet is lost, or that a node 

does not overhear the legend forwarded. Because of the Two Armies [17] problem (i.e., 

the node that sends the last packet cannot know if it arrived successfully), there is no way 

to guarantee that both the destination node received the packet and that the source node 

realizes it. In this case, the source node may infer that the legend was lost when in fact it 

was not. Thus when the node resends the legend, it may cause multiple legends to exist 

simultaneously in the network.

Initially, we used global knowledge to check if the legend transmission had been suc

cessful, and prevented nodes from resending the legend when the timers expired if neces

sary. All of the results presented so far included this global check. These results will be 

referred to as “idealized” from this point forward.

To remove the global check and avoid the continued existence of multiple legends, we 

augmented the legend to track how many nodes it has visited in total, including repeated 

visits. Nodes also maintain the highest number of nodes that any legend it has heard from 

has visited. If a node receives a legend whose number of visited nodes is less than the 

node’s stored highest number, then the node determines multiple legends exist. Thus, the 

node does not retransmit the received legend (i.e., the legend with the smaller number of [ 

nodes visited), removing it from the network. This method ensures that at least one legend 

is allowed to continue propagating throughout the network. We refer to simulation results 

that do not include the global check as “realistic” from this point forward.
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6.3 Minimizing the Duration of Multiple Simultaneous Legends

We explored three different policies to reduce the duration that multiple legends ex

isted in the network simultaneously. All of them are policies on the actions for a node to 

take when its last transmission of the legend failed. The idea behind the policies is that 

nodes around the destination node that the source node believes did not receive the legend 

are likely to know if the legend was actually received by the destination node.

Resend to Failed Node Using this policy, the source node sends the legend to the desti

nation node a second time, waiting only a very short time before assuming that the 

retransmission was not successful. If the destination receives two legends, it can 

ignore the second one, thereby minimizing the duration of the extra legend.

Send to Neighbor of Failed Node Using this policy, the source node sends the legend to 

its neighbor that is closest to the failed destination node. If this neighbor overheard 

the transmission of the legend by the destination node, then this neighbor can return 

an acknowledgement to the source node and delete the extra legend.

Adjust Visit Time of Failed Node Using this policy, the source node adjusts the failed 

destination node’s entry in the legend table so that its timestamp is older, thus increas

ing that node’s priority to be visited by the legend. When the destination receives this 

legend, it can ignore i if the previous legend was received correctly.

To evaluate the policies, we simulated them and compared their performance. Fig

ures 6.1-6.5 show the results of our comparison. As shown in the figures, none of the 

policies showed any significant improvement on the performance of the legend. We sus

pect this is because all three methods change the LRV traversal method. The event where 

the legend needs to be resent happens far more often than the event where an extra legend
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Legend Resends
Resends (average) 400
Extra Legends Created (average) 25

Extra Legends Exist For
Hops (average) 5
Median Duration .1 s

Table 6.1. Reliability Statistics
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is spawned, so acting to reduce the amount of time that multiple legends exist can actually 

decreases the overall performance. Therefore, we decided it is best to not use any of the 

methods to reduce the time that multiple legends exist, but to simply let the extra legends 

be discarded at their natural time. For example, in the LRV traversal method, our simula

tion had a node resend the legend 400 times and create an extra legend only 25 times (see 

Table 6.1).

LRV
Send to Neighbor of Failed Node 
Adjust Visit Time of Failed Node 

Resend to Failed Node
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6.4 Simulation Results on Legend Reliability

After determining the best traversal method, we modified the simulator to handle mul

tiple legends and removed our global check (see Section 6.2). That is, we extended the 

idealistic LRV implementation to a realistic LRV implementation. In doing so, we found 

that the performance of the realistic LRV decreased slightly, because extra overhead and 

extra traffic in the network occur during the existence of multiple legends. We compare the 

results of the realistic LRV simulations with the idealized TB simulations (see Figures 6.6- 

6.10) in the rest of this chapter.

Figures 6.6-6.10 compare the idealized LRV and TB traversal methods (which use 

global knowledge to prevent multiple legends) with the realistic LRV method (which does . 

not use global knowledge). Similar to Figures 5.2-5.6, these figures show the trade-off of 

performance and overhead over a spread of legend pause times, for each of our average 

node speeds. As shown, even without global knowledge, the LRV traversal offers the 

best performance per amount of overhead (in general). There are a few cases, when the 

overhead is very high, that the realistic LRV and the idealized TB have statistically similar 

performance; however, the overall trend clearly shows the realistic LRV traversal method 

to be more efficient than the idealized TB traversal method.
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Chapter 7 

OPTIMIZING THE LRV METHOD

7.1 Legend Pause Interval

The LRV traversal method has no natural point to pause the legend. Instead, the 

legend pauses after visiting i nodes, where i is the legend pause interval. The value used 

for i can affect the performance of the legend. A smaller value of i results in the time 

the legend spends paused to be more evenly distributed, but also results in more overhead 

spent on sending ACKs (see Chapter 6.1). Determining the optimal value for i requires 

investigation.

We executed several simulations to evaluate how different values of i affect the leg

end’s performance. Figures 7.1-7.5 show the results of these simulations. As shown in the 

figures, a value of z =  25 hops yields the best overall performance with the least overhead 

of the legend pause intervals simulated.

7.2 LRV Update vs. Visit

In order to implement the LRV method, two timestamps are necessary for each entry \ 

in the legend: one timestamp to maintain when each node’s location was last updated, 

and another timestamp to store when each node was actually visited by the legend. The 

two are not always the same, because nodes share their locations in each “hello” packet 

they transmit and this information is in turn shared with the legend. If the legend is to be 

sent to the least recently visited neighbor, the time that each node was last visited must be 

available. Without a second timestamp, the legend can only be sent to the least recently
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updated (LRU) neighbor, i.e., the neighbor whose location information in the legend has 

been updated less recently than any other neighbor.

Storing an extra “visited” timestamp for each legend entry adds overhead to the leg

end; however, the legend’s performance increases by following the LRV method, as op

posed to the LRU method. This chapter explores the trade-off of performance and overhead 

concerned with the updated/visited issue.

7.3 LRV Visit Approximation

The LRV method can be approximated without the additional overhead of extra times

tamps in the legend. If the legend itself does not store the last visited times of all the nodes, 

it can still be sent to the LRV neighbor if the nodes themselves store this information. Us

ing the LRV approximation, nodes maintain the time that each of their neighbors was last 

visited by the legend in their neighbor tables. That is, nodes include their last visited times
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in their “hello” packets.

When determining the least recently visited neighbor, a node has two timestamps to 

use: the last update time from the legend, and the last legend visit time from its neighbor 

table. If the node has received a “hello” packet from the neighbor at least as recently as the 

legend’s “update” timestamp, it uses the neighbor’s last legend visit time in its calculations. 

Otherwise, it uses the neighbor’s “update” timestamp in the legend.

Using this method, the legend can approximate die LRV method without the overhead 

of transmitting extra “visit” timestamps in the legend. Although “hello” packets are slighdy 

larger with this method, the legend produces a lower error by approximating the LRV visit 

method without increasing the size of the legend.

7.4 Simulation Results on LRV Update vs. Visit

In this section, we explore the performance/overhead trade-off of the update vs. visit 

controversy in simulation. Figures 7.6-7.10 show the results of these simulations. As 

shown, the LRV visit policy achieves the best performance per overhead. The overhead in 

these figures is measured by legend packets transmitted. The additional overhead used by 

the LRV visit method is not shown because no additional packets are transmitted; rather, 

each legend packet is slightly larger than in the LRV update and LRV visit approximation 

policies. Because the LRV visit policy yields the best performance, we determine that it % 

is the best policy. Unless otherwise noted, the LRV visit policy is used in all of our LRV 

traversal method simulations.
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we took the idea of a legend—a data structure that is passed around 

a network to share information—and developed three different ways for such a legend to 

traverse an ad hoc network. We then compared the traversal methods in simulation. The 

results of this study show that, of the three traversal methods studied, the LRV method 

performs best. Although the TB method showed statistically similar performance under a 

few network conditions, the LRV method had the best overall performance.

The legend is a useful all-to-all broadcast protocol for a mobile ad hoc network. In 

addition to providing location information, the legend can be used for gathering and shar

ing any kind of information among the nodes of the network. In addition, by adjusting the 

legend pause time, the legend can easily fit applications where different amounts of over

head or performance are tolerable. This adjustability gives the legend the versatility to be 

Used for all kinds of information sharing applications.

In addition to comparing three traversal methods, we explored several ways to improve 

their performance. We also designed a way to make the legend traversal reliable in an 

unreliable network. Therefore nodes in a network can depend on the legend for accurate, 

up-to-date information with adjustable overhead. This efficient algorithm for performing 

an all-to-all broadcast will directly help other protocols that require information from other 

nodes in a network.

Though we have found an efficient way for a legend to traverse a MANET, there 

remain several issues regarding legends to be further researched. So far we have focused 

on the traversal methods themselves; we chose not to send data communication in the
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network in order to simplify matters. However, the effect of data traffic on the legend’s 

performance must be explored.

In this thesis, we have explored an environment with one legend in a fairly small 

network of 50 nodes. While the legend performs quite well in these conditions, we desire a 

legend service that can scale to larger networks. One idea is to have multiple simultaneous 

legends, possibly behaving in a hierarchical manner. Such scalability ideas is an area of 

future work.

Additional applications of the legend service, other than distributing location infor

mation, should be explored. Any other information would probably be shared in addition 

to location information, because the location information itself makes the legend traversal 

more efficient. With the legend, an all-to-all broadcast operation is no longer an infeasible 

operation in a MANET. Possible applications include sharing topology information to ease 

the task of routing and stand-alone all-to-all broadcasting applications. Analysis of such 

applications is needed to determine the efficiency of the legend for uses other than those 

studied in this thesis.
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Appendix A

TRAVERSAL METHOD PSEUDOCODE

Traversal Methods:
LAR Location-Aided Routing algorithm
LRV Least Recently Visited algorithm
TB TraceBack algorithm



A.l Common Pseudocode

Common Variables:
G LT

L L T

N T

ts
vJrit
x
y
prev
send-f eedback

legendMmer

helloJbimer
pause-timer
tr aver sal jmethod
nextjdest
id
USE PROMISCUOUS .MODE

CHECKJIEIGHBORS

HELLO JNTERVAL 
NEIGHBOR JNTERVAL

PAUSEJLEGEND
PAUSE-TIME
CURRENT-TIME

Global Location Table (table entries include ts, v.bit, x, 
y, indexed by node IDs)
Local Location Table (table entries include ts, x, and y, 
indexed by node IDs)
Neighbor Table (hash table mapping node IDs to time 
stamps)
Time Stamp (time entry was last updated)
Visited Bit (has entry been updated?)
Position in the x-direction
Position in the y-direction
Previous node that last had the legend
Send feedback bit (should node that received the legend
send feedback to sender?)
A node’s timer to check that the legend was received cor
rectly
A node’s timer to periodically send hello packets 
A node’s timer to restart the legend after pausing 
The traversal algorithm to be used (LAR, LRV or TB) 
The next destination for the legend 
The unique identifier of a node
Promiscuous mode bit (should nodes update their LLPs 
when they overhear the legend being transmitted?)
Check neighbors bit (should nodes remove old entries in 
their NT?)
Period of time between sending hello packets 
Period of time before a node assumes its neighbor did not 
receive the legend
Pause legend bit (should the legend pause periodically?) i 
Period of time the legend is paused 
The current simulation time in seconds
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Common Subroutines: _______ ,_____ . _____ _______________ ________
Initialize all the Global Location Table (legend) entries and all the nodes’ Local 
Location Table and Neighbor Table entries.

INITIALIZE():
1 // Initialize GLT
2 (breach node entry i in the GLT
3 SQi GLT[i].vJnt <r— false\
4 Set GLT[i].ts 0;
5 Set GLT[i].x <— oo;
6  Set GLT[i].y <— cxd;

7 // Initialize LLT
8 (breach node /  in the network
9 Set I.send-feedback <— false]
10 Set I .N T  {};
11 Set I.hello-timer(HELLO JNTERVAL +  small random jitter);
12 (breach node entry j  in / ’s LLT
13 Set I.LLT[j].ts <— 0;
14 Set/.LLT[j].rc co;
15 Set LLLTjjj.y <— oo;
16 // Start legend
17 if A id  =  0
18 A.Send-Legend-Packet();

Nodes periodically create and send hello packets to their neighbors, containing their
own location._______________________  .___ _________________ _

H e l l o -T im e r -E x p ir e s  :
19 if node A’s hello timer expires
20 Create a hello packet h\
21 Set h.ts <- CURRENT-TIME]
22 Set h.x +— A.x]
23 Set h.y <— A.y,
24 Broadcast h to all neighbors of A;
25 Set A.hello-timer (HELLO JNTERVAL)]
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Nodes will update their Local Location Tables and Neighbor Tables when they re
ceive a hello packet from one of their neighbors.

R e c e iv e -H e l l o -Pa c k e t :
26 if node A receives hello packet h from its neighbor B
27 // Update B ’s entry in A ’s LLT
28 Set A.LLT[B.id\.ts <— h.ts;
29 Set A.LLT[B.id\.x <— h.x;
30 Set A.LLT[B.id\.y <— h.y;
31 H Update A ’s neighbor table
32 if B.id A .N T
33 Insert B.id  into A .N T  ;
34 Set A.NT[B.id\ <— h.ts;

Upon receiving the legend, if the node is the intended recipient, the node will bring 
both the Global Legend Location Table and its own Local Location Table up-to- 
date. Then it will send the legend onward.

A: :H a n d l e -L e g e n d ():
35 Set A.prev = id of node that sent legend packet;
36 // Update A ’s entry in the GLT
37 Set GLT[A.id].vJbit <— true]
38 Set GLT[A.id].ts *- CURRENT-TIME;
39 Set GLT[A.id].x <— A.x;
40 Set GLT[A.id].y <— A.y;
41 // Update the GLT with A ’s more recent information and vice versa
42 foreach node entry i E GLT  U A .LLT
43 if A.LLT[i).ts > GLT[i].ts
44 Set GLT[i}.ts <— A.LLT[i].ts;
45 Set GLT[i].x <— A.LLT[i].x;
46 Set GLT[i].y <- A.LLT[i}.y;
47 else
48 Set A.LLT[i].ts <- GLT[ï\.ts;
49 Set A.LLT\i}.x GLT[i}.x;
50 Set A.LLT[i\.y 4- GLT[i[.y;
51 A .S e n d -L e g e n d -P a c k e tQ ;
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If the node overheard the legend sent to another node, it will cancel its legend timer 
because it knows the legend has been received correctly since it last sent the legend. 
If the node is operating in promiscuous mode, it will update its own Local Location 
Table with information from the Global Legend Location Table.

A  : : Ov e r h e  a r -L e g e n d () :
52 Cancel A.legendMmer] H heard legend forwarded
53 if USE-PROMISCUOUS-MODE
54 // Update A ’s L L T  with the G U I’s more recent information
55 foreach node entry i in the GLT
56 if GLT\i].ts > A.LLT[i\.ts
57 Set A.LLT[i].ts <- GLT[i].ts;
58 Set A.LLT[{\.x <- GLT[i].x\
59 Set A.LLT[i\.y <- GLT[i].y\

The node with the legend will remove old entries from its neighbor table before 
using its traversal algorithm to pick the next destination for the legend. 

A :: C h e c k -N e ig h b o r s ( ) :
60 if CHECK.NEIGHBORS
61 // Remove expired neighbor table entries
62 foreach entry i E A .N T
63 if CURRENT-TIME —A.NT[i] > 2* HELLO JNTERVAL
64 Remove i from A.NT]

Upon receiving a feedback packet, a node will cancel its legend timer because it 
knows that the next destination received the legend correctly. 

R e c e iv e - F e e d b a c k - P a c k e t :
65 if node A receives a feedback packet
66 Cancel A.legendMmer]

When a node’s legend timer expires, the node will remove the attempted next des- f 
tination node from its Neighbor Table if applicable and will then pick a new desti
nation and resend the packet.

L e g e n d -T im e r -E x p ir e :
67 if node A’s legend timer expires
68 if A.next-dest E A.NT]
69 Remove A.next-dest from A .N T  ;
70 Set A. send-f eedback <— false] // don’t need to send feedback again
71 A .S e n d -L e g e n d -P a c k e tQ ;
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A node with the legend will pause the legend by setting its pause timer, without 
sending the legend on. If needed, it will send a feedback packet to the previous
node.___________ _̂______________________ _____ ____________________

A: :PAUSE-LEGEND():
72 Set A.pauseJimer(PAUSEJriME);
73 if A.send-feedback
74 Send feedback packet directly to neighbor A.prev,
75 Set A .send .f eedback *— false',

When a node’s pause timer expires, the node will pick a new destination and send 
off the legend.

Pa u s e -T im e r -E x p ir e :
76 if node A’s pause timer expires
77 Set A. send-f eedback <— false-, // don’t need to send feedback after pause
78 A.Send-Legend-PacketQ;

A.2 LAR Pseudocode

LAR Variables:
tries

MAX-TRIES 

LAR JNTERVAL

LAR Subroutines:

Initialize the LAR-specific variables. 
I n i t i a l i z a t i o n :
79 // Initialize GLT
80 foreach node entry i in the GLT
81 Set GLT[i].tries <— 0;
82 INITIALIZE();

Number of times the algorithm has tried to send the node 
the legend, stored in the GLT
Maximum number of times the algorithm will try to send 
a node the legend in a given loop 
Period of time before a node assumes its non-neighbor 
did not receive the legend
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A node receiving a legend packet will handle the legend and send an ACK packet or 
set the feedback bit as appropriate to confirm receipt of legend if it is the legend’s 
destination, or overhear it if not.

RECEIVE-LEGEND-PACKET:
83 if node A  receives the legend
84 if the legend packet’s destination is A
85 if A  received legend from LAR
86 Send ACK packet to A.prev using LAR;
87 Set A.send. feedback <— false] // A.prev can receive ACK
88 else
89 Set A. send-f eedback true]
90 A.Handle-Legend();
91 else // legend is not destined for A
92 A .O verhear-L egend();
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The node with the legend will pick the legend’s next destination according to the 
LAR traversal method, and will then send it on. If the next destination is not a 
neighbor, the node will send the legend via LAR and will also send a feedback 
packet to the previous node, unless an ACK or feedback packet has already been 
sent to it or it has already had a chance to hear the legend forwarded. Otherwise, the 
legend is sent directly. For added reliability, nodes set a timer to resend the legend if 
they do not hear the legend forwarded or receive an ACK or feedback packet before 
it expires. Note: a node will pause the legend instead of sending it on if it is time to 
reset die loop.

A : : S e n d - L e g e n d - P a c k e t ( )  :
93 if all nodes in GLT  have been visited or tried at least MAX-TRIES times
94 A.Reset-L00P();
95 iîPAUSE-LEGEND
96 A.Pause-LegendQ;
97 return;
98 // Find legend's next destination
99 A.Check-NeighborsQ;
100 Set A.next-dest <— A .G et-N ext-D estination-For-L A R ();
1011 I Send legend to next destination
102 Increment GLT[A.next-dest].tries\
103 if A.next-dest G A .N T  // destination is a neighbor
104 Send legend packet directly to neighbor A.next-dest;
105 Set A. send-f eedback <— false; H previous node can hear legend forwarded
106 Set A.legend-timer(NÈIGHBOR JNTERVAL) ;
107 else // destination is not a neighbor
108 Send legend packet to A.next-dest using LAR;
109 if A.send-feedback = true
110 Send feedback packet directly to neighbor A.prev;
111 Set A. send-feedback <— false;
112 Set A.legend-timer(LARJNTERVAL);
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The LAR traversal method picks the closest unvisited node to send the legend to. If 
the closest unvisited node is not a neighbor of the current node, the legend will be 
sent to the closest node that has not been tried more than a given threshold times.

A : : G e t - N e x t - D e s t in a t io n - F o r - L  A R () :
113 Set nextjdest <— closest unvisited node to A;
114 if next-dest ^ A .N T  H not neighbor
115 Set nextjdest <— closest unvisited node to A

that has not been tried M A X JT R IE S  times;
116 return nextjdest;

When a node receives an ACK packet via LAR, it will cancel its legend timer be
cause it knows that the next destination received the legend via LAR correctly.

R e c e iv e -A C K -P a c k e t -F r o m -L A R :
117 if node A  receives an ACK packet from LAR
118 Cancel A.legend-timer;

A node with the legend will reset the loop by clearing all the visit bits and number 
of tries in the Global Legend Location Table.

A ::R e s e t -L o o p ():
119 foreach node entry i in GLT
120 Set GLT[i).vJbit *— false;
121 Set GLT[i].tries <— 0;

A 3 LRV Pseudocode

LRV Variables:
hops s in ce  Jast-pause Number of hops the legend has traveled sincë last paus

ing
M A X -H O P S -B E T W E E N -P A U S E S  Number of hops the legend should take before pausing
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LRV Subroutines:

Initialize the LRV-specific variables. 
I n i t i a l i z a t i o n :
122 // Initialize GLT
123 Set GLT.hops.since Jastjpause <— 0;
124 I n i t ia l i z e Q ;

A node receiving a legend packet will handle the legend and maintain the number 
of hops the legend has taken since its last pause if it is the legend’s destination, or
overhear it if not._________________________________________  ^____

RECEIVE-LEGEND-PACKET:
125 if node A  receives the legend
126 if the legend packet’s destination is A
127 Increment GLT.hops .since Jast .pause;
128 Set A.send. feedback true;
129 A.HANDLE-Le g e n d ();
130 else // legend is not destined for A
131 A.OVERHEAR-LEGENDQ;
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The node with the legend will pick the legend’s next destination according to the 
LRV traversal method, and will then send it on. The legend is sent directly. For 
added reliability, nodes set a timer to resend the legend if they do not hear the legend 
forwarded or receive an ACK or feedback packet before it expires. Note: LRV will 
pause the legend instead of sending it on if the legend has traveled enough hops 
since its last pause.

A : : S e n d -L e g e n d -Pa c k e t Q :
132 if PAUSE.LEGEND AND A .Need-Pause()
133 A.Pause-LegendQ;
134 return;
135 // Find legend's next destination
136 A.Check-NeighborsQ;
137 Set A.next-dest «— A .G et-N ext-D estination-For-LR V Q ;
138 if A.next-dest <  0
139 A.Pause-LegendQ;
140 return;
141 // Send legend to next destination
142 Send legend packet directly to neighbor A.next-dest;
143 Set A .send .f eedback <— false; // previous node can hear legend forwarded
144 Set A. I egend-timer (NEIGHBOR JNTERVAL) ;

The LRV traversal method picks the closest neighbor that has never been visited by 
the legend. If no such neighbor exists, then the least recently visited neighbor is
chosen.__________________________________________________ __________

A ::G et-N e x t -D e s t in a t io n -F o r -L R V ():
145 if 3 an entry i such that i E A .N T  and GLT[i\.vJnt =  fa lse
146 Set next-dest <— closest i;
147 else
148 Set Irv-neighbor <----- 1;
149 Set m in-ts <— oo;
150 (breach entry i E A .N T
151 if NT[i] < m in .ts
152 Set m inds  <— NT[i];
153 Set Irv-neighbor <— i;
154 Set next-dest <— Irv-neighbor;
155 return next-dest;
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A node using the LRV traversal method will pause the legend every time the legend 
visits a certain threshold number of nodes since the last pause.

A ::N e e d -Pa u s e ():
156 if G LT.hops s in ce  Jastjpause > M A X -H O P S -B E T W E E N  C A U S E S
157 Set GLT.hopssinceJast jpause <— 0;
158 return true]
159 else
160 return false]

A 4 TB Pseudocode

TB Variables:
traceback Node that originally sent legend to current node in a 

given loop

TB Subroutines:

Initialize the TB-specific variables. 
I n i t i a l i z a t i o n :
161 // Initialize L IT
162 foreach node I  in the network
163 Set I  .traceback <-----1;
164 INITIALIZED;
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A node receiving a legend packet will handle the legend and maintain the node’s 
traceback link if it is the legend’s destination, or overhear it if not. 

R e c e iv e - L e g e n d - P a c k e t :
165 if node A  receives the legend
166 if the legend packet’s destination is A
167 Set A.send-feedback <— true;
168 if GLT[A.id].vJnt = fa lse
169 Set A.traceback <— A.prev;
170 A .H a n d le - L e g e n d ( ) ;
171 else // legend is not destined for A
172 A .O v e r h e a r - L e g e n d Q ;

The node with the legend will pick the legend’s next destination according to the TB 
traversal method, and will then send it on. The legend is sent directly. For added 
reliability, nodes set a timer to resend the legend if they do not hear the legend 
forwarded or receive an ACK or feedback packet before it expires. Note: a node 
will pause the legend instead of sending it on if it is time to reset the loop. 

A :: S e n d -L e g e n d -P a c k e t ( ) :
173 if all nodes in GLT  have been visited
174 A .R e s e t -L o o p ( ) ;
175 if PAUSE-LEGEND
176 A .P a u se -L e g e n d Q ;
177 return;
178 // Find legend’s next destination
179 A .C h e c k -N e ig h b o r s Q;
180 Set A.next-dest <— A .G e t -N e x t - D e s t in a t io n - F o r - T B Q ;
181 if A.next-dest < 0
182 A .P a u s e -L e g e n d Q;
183 return;
184 // Send legend to next destination
185 Send legend packet directly to neighbor A.next-dest;
186 Set A. send-feedback <— false; H previous node can hear legend forwarded
187 Set A.legend-timer(NEIGHBORJNTERVAL);
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The TB traversal method picks the closest unvisited neighbor. If no such neighbor 
exists, then the traceback neighbor, being the neighbor that originally sent the cur
rent node the legend in the current loop, is chosen. If the traceback neighbor is no 
longer a neighbor, then the loop is reset and if pausing is being used, the legend is 
paused, otherwise the algorithm starts over. 

A : : G e t - N e x t - D e s t in a t io n - F o r - T B ( ) :
188 if 3 an entry i such that i E A .N T  and GLT[i].vJnt = fa lse
189 Set next-dest <— closest i;
190 else if A.traceback E A .N T  H traceback link good
191 Set next-dest <— A.traceback]
192 else // traceback link broken
193 A.Reset-LoopQ;
194 if PAUSEJLEGEND
195 Set next-dest-<----- 1 ;
196 else
197 Set next-dest <— A .G et-N ext-D estination-For-T B Q ;
198 return next-dest]

A node with the legend will reset the loop by clearing all the visit bits in the Global 
Location Table (legend). It will also set the current node’s traceback link to -1. 

A ::R eset-L o o p ():
199 foreach node entry i in GLT
200 Set GLT[i].V-bit <— false]
201 Set A.traceback <-----1;
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Appendix B 

CORRECTNESS PROOF FOR THE 

LRV TRAVERSAL METHOD

Given a static, connected network of at least two nodes with a legend that traverses 

it endlessly following the LRV traversal method, we desire to prove that every node in the 

network will receive the legend endlessly.

Lemma: If one node, C, in a static network receives the legend endlessly, then all the 

neighbors of C  receive the legend endlessly.

Proof by Contradiction: Assume that A is a mobile node with n neighbors that re

ceives the legend endlessly, and further assume that B is a neighbor of A that is not visited 

endlessly by the legend. If A maintains its neighbor table in a queue, and that queue is 

sorted from least-recently-visited time to most-recently-visited time, the LRV algorithm is 

the act of removing a neighbor from the head of the queue, sending the legend to it, and 

replacing the neighbor at the end of the queue. All of A’s neighbors, including B, are in 

this queue. Because the queue is of finite length, n, and A receives the legend endlessly, 

neighbor B will eventually come to the head of the queue. At this point, a contradiction 

is reached: A must either send the legend to B or violate the least recently visited algorithm.

Theorem: Every node in a static, connected network is visited endlessly by the legend.

Proof by Induction: Our assumption that the legend traverses endlessly in the network 

directly implies that there is at least one node that receives the legend endlessly, because 

if every node was only visited by the legend a finite number of times, then the legend
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wouldn’t travel endlessly. Given one node, E, that receives the legend endlessly, all of E's 

neighbors receive it endlessly by the preceding lemma. If all of E's neighbors receive the 

legend endlessly, then all of S ’s 2-hop neighbors receive it endlessly, also by the lemma 

above. Assume that all of S ’s k-hop neighbors receive the legend endlessly. If so, then all 

of S ’s k +  1-hop neighbors receive it endlessly, by applying the preceding lemma to each 

of S ’s k-hop neighbors. Therefore, by induction, the theorem is true for all k. Because the 

network is connected, all the nodes are within some k  hops of S , and therefore all of them 

receive the legend endlessly.


